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Yamba the Honeyant was first seen on Imparja Television in Central
Australia fifteen years ago. Yamba started off as Imparja’s mascot, then
he became so popular he was given his own show! Yamba’s Playtime
was the first Indigenous program for pre-school children.
The program has become
so popular, it is now being
shown on television stations
across Australia.

Years 3-4

Draw a picture of Yamba the Honeyant.

Yamba the Honeyant

Y E A R

3-4
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Read Success is sweet on page 30

Activity 1

Years 3-4

Building reading skills

•
•
•
•

skimming and scanning for information.
reading headings, text boxes and pictures.
reading for meaning.
making connections between the text and your world.
There are three levels of comprehension questions:

1

Literal		

The answer is located in one sentence in the text.

Inferred		
				

You need to make links between sentences and graphics
(such as illustrations, maps and tables) and what you already know.

Applied		
				

The answer is in your background knowledge,
what you already know or feel.

Where did viewers first see Yamba the Honeyant? 			

(inferred)

			Imparja Television
			Channel Nine

Shade
one bubble.

			Darwin Television
			Channel Seven

2

What is the name of Yamba’s television show?				

(inferred)

			Yamba the Honeyant
			Channel 9
			Yamba’s Playtime
			Toybox

3

In what order did these events happen? 					
		
Number the boxes 1, 2, 3, 4.
			Yamba started speaking.

Write
the number
in the box.

			Yamba finished touring around the Northern Territory.
Y E A R

3-4

(inferred)

			Yamba first appeared on Imparja Television.
			Yamba’s Playtime was seen on Channel 9.
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4

Why do you think that Yamba the Honeyant is so popular
		with young children? 						
(applied)

Years 3-4

Write
your answer
on the lines.

Activity 2
Language Conventions - Spelling

1

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined.
		Write the correct spelling for each word in the box.
Write
your answer
in the box.

Yamba’s Playground is an Imparja Television producshon.
Yamba says, “Rememba to brush your teeth.”
There is lots of music, danceing and fun on the show.

2

Each sentence has one word that is incorrect.
		Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.
Yamba has his own televishon series.
Yamba talks about healthy liveing.
There are lots of adventchas ahead for Yamba.
Y E A R

3-4
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Activity 3

Years 3-4

Language Conventions - Grammar

1

Which word correctly completes these sentences?

Shade
one bubble.

Yamba’s Platyime was created ___________ Yamba was so popular with young
children.
		although
		because
		that
		then

2

Which word correctly completes these sentences?
Next month Yamba _____________ seen on televisions across Australia.
		will have
		will be
		was
		had been

3

Which word correctly completes these sentences?
Yamba will also ___________ in Yamba’s Roadshow.

Honeyant Dreaming

		starring
		stars
		star
Y E A R

3-4
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		starred
Honeyant
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Activity 4

Years 3-4

Language Conventions – Punctuation

1

Which sentence has the apostrophe ( ’ ) in the correct place?

Shade
one bubble.

		Everyone love’s Yamba.
		You should see Yamba’s show.
		Yamba can be seen on television shows’.
		D’ont miss this show!

2

Add the contractions for have to the following pronouns.
		The first one has been done for you.
pronoun
I

Write
your answer
in the table.

long form

contraction

I have

I’v

We
You
They

3

Some contractions become difficult when they are confused with their 		
		homophone (a word that sounds the same but is spelt differently).
		Complete these sentences.

their / They’re

all ready to see

show.

is always time to watch television in
their / There
house.
It’s / Its
his / he’s
Y E A R

3-4

Were / We’re

a great show.
Yamba loves to sing

songs.

all going to watch Yamba today.
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4

Connect the contractions to their long form.

what is
I’d
they have

Years 3-4

I would
they’ve

what’s

don’t

it’s

should not
it is

do not

shouldn’t

Activity 5

Write
your ideas
on paper.

Writing an Exposition

An Exposition is a type of argument that states one point of view about an issue.
(A Discussion argues both sides of an issue.)
Here’s how an Exposition is structured.
Argument type

Social Purpose

Stages

Phases

Exposition

argues one point
of view about an
issue

Thesis

preview

Arguments

evidence
statistics
quotes
examples
elaborations

Restatement

review
conclusions

TOPIC - What is your favourite television show?
Write an EXPOSITION to explain your choice.

•

Think about:
examples, statistics, elaborations and other evidence to support your ideas.
Remember to:

Y E A R

3-4
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• research your topic and plan your writing.
•		choose your arguments carefully.
• give reasons for your arguments.
• give examples to support your arguments.
• write in sentences.
• pay attention to your spelling and punctuation.
• use a new paragraph for each new idea.
• choose your words carefully to convince a reader of your opinions.
• check and edit your writing so that it is clear for a reader.
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